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Air, for solo Horn

Jörg Widmann (b. 1973)

Jörg Widmann’s “Air” for solo Horn was written in 2005 for German horn player Bruno Schneider.
The composer writes in the foreword that “the work is as a whole, orientated towards a single vocal
gesture - “air” in both its literal meaning and as the established musical term... Through this microtonal
cosmos, and the constant fluctuations between open and stopped notes, a natural work on the themes
of proximity and distance is created.” The piece opens with extremely quiet long tones, both open and
closed (a technique involving the closing off of the bell with the player’s right hand). Then, a series of
legato phrases on the harmonic series of Eb is played, whilst the sound continues reverberating inside the
lid of the grand piano whose sustaining pedal is kept down for the duration of the piece. Of particular
interest is the use of the 7th harmonic, which naturally lies very flat and its natural rawness is intensified
by the sound waves clashing together as they hit the piano strings; a close shimmering of tone we so
often associate with “playing out of tune”. The piece continues to explore the tonal versatility of the
harmonic series, exploring the extreme high and low registers and extremes of dynamics. Once it
reaches the marcato section, there are flurries of very fast glissandos and virtuosity that hugely exploits
the possibilities of the horn, leading to a section of respite that is quickly interrupted by the juxtaposition
of extremely loud open and stopped sounds. Here, not only does the tone sustain inside the piano,
but the piano strings actually seem to absorb the differences between the open and metallic sounds at
the same time; a wonderful effect. The piece then finishes with the player singing and playing an open
octave in pianissimo, a fitting ending to a piece that takes the listener on a wild journey of the horn and
its capabilities.

Sonata for Piano and Horn in E major

Nikolaus von Krufft (1779-1818)

Born in February 1779 in Vienna, Nikolaus von Krufft was the son of a state minister. His mother, a
talented pianist in her own right, was his first teacher and gave him his early music education. He
later commenced composition studies under Albrechtsberger, the most sought-after teacher of his day.
Whilst he took a degree in both philosophy and law at the University in Vienna, he remained a devoted
musician; a pursuit that often occupied many hours into the night after his job in land governance had
ceased for the day; this lifestyle may have eventually contributed to his premature death at the age of
39 in 1818.
On the opening page of the score, the title proudly states “Sonate E-Dur für Klavier und Horn”, as
opposed to what would become either “Horn Sonata” or “Sonata for Horn and Piano”. Although an
exact date for the work’s publication is not possible to distinguish, it is generally agreed that this piece
was written and published in 1814, four years before the composer’s death. At this time, it was not

unusual for composers to write fortepiano sonatas with the “accompaniment” of another instrument such
as the horn or bassoon in Krufft's case.
Due to the physics of the horn, the tonic key of this sonata (E major) is the ideal key to utilise the ringing
pitches of the harmonic series and the subsequent sweet spot in terms of sonority on the instrument.
Advances in players' techniques during the eighteenth century created an era of composers inspired
to write works for the horn. Vienna, in particular, attracted players such as Jan Václav Stich (also known
as Giovanni Punto) for whom Beethoven wrote his Horn Sonata. The Beethoven Sonata is thought to be
the first composition for this combination, and it is highly likely that Krufft was inspired in some way by
the newly established horn and piano combination.

Adagio and Allegro for Horn and Piano, Op.70

Robert Schumann (1810-1856)

A man most famous for his piano works, lieder and orchestral music, Robert Alexander Schumann
was born in 1810 in Zwickau, Saxony. Now arguably the epitome of the Romantic era, Schumann
lived a very troubled life, possibly the result of his upbringing. His father, a successful bookseller and
novelist, was a tremendously nervous man who married a violently passionate woman, leading to an
environment both literary and unstable.
The year 1849 saw Schumann turn his attention towards wind instruments. In an intense week in
February, he composed both the Fantasiestücke for Clarinet and Piano and then the Adagio and Allegro
for Horn and Piano. In December of the same year, he wrote the Three Romances for Oboe and Piano.
The Adagio and Allegro, Op.70, was designed to showcase the new found virtuosic capabilities of the
valved horn, an instrument which had only recently been making its way into the orchestra that replaced
its technical predecessor, the natural horn. Unlike other romantic composers such as Brahms, (who
once mocked the instrument as the “brass viola”) Schumann exploited the newly found capabilities and
wrote in an unprecedented virtuosic style.
The work can be said to reflect Schumann’s own two-sided emotional nature with the Adagio being
pensive, wistful and melodic, and the Allegro fiery and exuberant, with poetic interludes evoking the
Adagio. Clara Schumann, his wife, first played through the work with the first horn of the Dresden
Court Orchestra, Julius Schlitterlau, and later wrote in her diary that it is “a magnificent piece, fresh and
passionate; just as I like it.”

Sonata for Horn and Piano in E flat major, Op.101

York Bowen (1884-1961)

Born in Crouch Hill, London in 1884, Edwin York Bowen was the youngest son whose father was the
owner of the whisky distillers Bowen & McKechnie. A child prodigy, he made his musical debut at the
age of 8 as the soloist in a Dussek piano concerto.
As a student, he won many prestigious prizes for both piano and composition, (he conducted as well
as playing the viola, horn) and upon leaving the Royal Academy of Music, won the Medal of the
Worshipful Company of Musicians. In the course of a long career, Bowen composed for many of
the exceptional musicians of the time, including Lionel Tertis, Arnold Dolmetsch, Terence Macdonagh,
Walter Lear and both Aubrey and Dennis Brain.
This Sonata, Op.101 is among a few works in which Bowen wrote for horn, namely the Horn Concerto
and Ballad for Horn, Oboe and Piano. Often given the nickname of the “English Rachmaninov,” one
can certainly draw parallels between the second movement of this Sonata, with the rich pesante chords
at the beginning evoking comparisons with the opening of Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto.
Written in 1937, this piece is a milestone of early twentieth century horn repertoire. Rich in harmony
and virtuosity, the three movements provide the listener with vast contrasts in both style and character.

Tre Poemi

Volker David Kirchner (b. 1942)

Kirchner, a German violist and composer, does a musical balancing act with his Tre Poemi for Horn
and Piano: the piece pays homage to Romantic character pieces whilst maintaining a very modern
approach to horn tone colour and technique. Composed from 1986 to 1989, Tre Poemi is actually
derived from a song cycle for horn, piano and baritone, which is a setting of Rainer Maria Rilke’s
Sonnette an Orpheus.
The first movement has often stood alone as a single complete piece. Tre Poemi, as it exists today, was
written for the German horn soloist Marie-Luise Neunecker. The Lamento was premiered at New York’s
Town Hall on March 24, 1987, whilst the Danza was given its first performance in Karlsruhe on May
6, 1988.
The interaction of the horn and piano are intimately important to the texture of the piece. For instance,
in the first movement Lamento, the horn plays directly into the body of the grand piano, changing the
resonance of both instruments as a result. The composer also plays with echo effects, notably in the

second movement Danza, which escalates in carefully considered stages and is not always the wildly
rearing beast is seems to be. The final movement, La Gondola funebre, is achingly slow and uses a wide
tonal range in both piano and horn.
© 2018, Ben Goldscheider

Concert Étude, for solo Horn

Esa-Pekka Salonen (b. 1958)

‘I will never forget my first French horn lesson with Holger Fransman. For an eleven-year old boy the
great Finnish musician and teacher was an awesome sight: an impressive moustache and fiery eyes.
He used to call me Mr Salonen despite my age, and only after I could play to the top C with some
accuracy did he suggest we start addressing each other by first names. I spent hours every day with
the Waldhornschule by Oscar Franz, starting from triads for the natural horn, and gradually moving
on to chromatic scales using the valves. The very last section of the Waldhornschule contained hairraisingly difficult ‘real’ compositions called Konzert-Etüden. The title really whetted my appetite, and I
kept practising these little pieces feverishly, hoping that one day I would be a great horn player, worthy
of my teacher.
Life took a different turn later, and I became a conductor and a composer instead. I never lost contact
with Holger, however, and he never missed my concerts in Helsinki. There would be a phone call the
morning after always, and Holger’s creaky voice would deliver often quite a harsh view of what he had
heard. Always to the point, I now have to admit.
I saw him for the last time on his deathbed in a hospital in Helsinki. When I entered the room he was
listening to Ein Heldenleben from his portable CD player. His eyes were closed, but he knew I was
there. Finally he spoke: ‘Why, it is the Vienna Philharmonic and yet the timpani is too sharp!’ We spoke
a bit later about this and that, but these are his last words I can remember.
When I was asked to write a piece for solo horn for the International Holger Fransman Memorial
Competition (commissioned by the Lieksa Brass Week, Finland), I agreed right away. I decided to
write my own Concert Étude, and thus create a little homage to my teacher, who in fact was like a
grandfather to me.
In this piece I treat the horn as a virtuoso instrument, capable of acrobatics as well as the idiomatic
melodic expression. In a way, I wrote the piece for the great horn player I never became.’
© 2018, Esa-Pekka Salonen
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